
In order that the detector software design does not limit flexibility of operation, including later modes
that may be devised for specific scientific programs, each sub-exposure during nod and shuffle or
waveplate movement and shuffle operations will require a separate Procedure as described below.

PFIS has to operate in many different modes and subtlety in the operations of the detector is required. It is
useful to clarify these modes and how the design will deliver the appropriate capability. Here are the various
kinds of operations required of the detector hardware:

• Normal Exposures:
o The CCDs are clocked vertically to remove all residual charge (chiefly cosmic rays)

accumulated since the end of the last exposure.
o The shutter is opened and the exposure timing is begun.
o At the end of the exposure the shutter is closed.
o The CCDs are read out.

• Bias/Dark Exposures: These are identical to normal exposures except that the shutter is closed
throughout.

• Frame Transfer Operation:
o At the start of the sequence, the CCDs are clocked vertically to remove all residual charge.
o The shutter is opened and the timing of the first exposure is begun.
o At the end of the first exposure the CCDs are clocked vertically by half of their vertical

dimension to move the charge in the top half (image area) to the bottom half (store area). The
completion of this operation defines the start of the next exposure whose timing is begun.

o During the next exposure, readout of the store area takes place.
o The second and third steps are repeated for as long as desired after which the shutter is

closed.
• Highest Speed Data Acquisition: the operation is almost identical to Frame Transfer mode except

that the CCDs are not clocked vertically by half of the frame. Instead, they are clocked vertically by
only 64/128/256 rows, followed by a readout of the same number of rows.

• Nod and Shuffle/Waveplate Move and Shuffle. In this kind of operation, a single data frame
comprises two or more sub-exposures in which PCON moves its own hardware (the polarization
waveplates) or instructs the telescope to move a small amount (nodding) in between the sub-
exposures. Synchronous with these (external) hardware adjustments, the CCDs are clocked
vertically. The required sequence of operations is:

o At the start of the sequence, the CCDs are clocked vertically to remove all residual charge.
o The shutter is opened and the timing of the first sub-exposure is begun.
o At the end of the sub-exposure, the shutter remains open and no readout takes place. Instead,

the CCDs are clocked vertically (postshuffles) so that light detected during the subsequent
hardware movement is discarded in a photon drain.

o At the end of the postshuffles, the waveplates are moved or the telescope is nodded as
appropriate.

o At the end of the external hardware movement, PCON signals to PDET which responds by
clocking the CCDs vertically to move subsequent detected light out of the photon drain and
to the next position on the chips (preshuffles).

o At the end of the preshuffles, the next sub-exposure is begun.
o The previous four steps are repeated until the required hardware cycling is complete.
o Finally, the shutter is closed and the CCDs are read out.

• Driftscanning: continuous readout at a variable rate.

Windowing and prebinning are additional complexity but associated with CCD readout only.


